Tentative Program
KEARNEY STATE COLLEGE INVITATIONAL - An AMCBT Adjunct Activity
Kearney State College, Kearney, NB 68847
March 21 & 22, 1975

Friday, March 21

4:00--5:45 pm  Registration - Bruner Hall of Science
6:00          Field trip(s) - Evening roosting flights of Sandhill Cranes
8:00          Eats (Probably a la carte)
9:00--10:30  Coffee hour - Bruner Hall of Science
             Film - National Audubon Society

Saturday, March 22

8:30 am        Registration - Bruner Hall of Science
                Welcome
9:00           Dean Ole Kolstad
                What AMCBT Is All About
                AMCBT Officers
9:05
9:20--10:00  Concurrent activities
A. Audio-tutorial Teaching and Related Problems
    Clayton True
B. Indoor Gardening - A Minicourse
    Harvey Cole
C. Sandhill Cranes - Slide Presentation
    John Bliese

10:00--10:20  Coffee break

10:20--11:00  Concurrent activities
A. Careers in biology - A Minicourse
    John Hartman
B. Environmental Appreciation - Multimedia J. White & J. Carlock
C. Sandhill Cranes - Slide Presentation
    John Bliese

11:10--12:00  Concurrent activities
A. Tour of the campus
B. Tour of Bruner Hall of Science
C. The KSC Interdisciplinary Environmental Sciences minor
    Harold Nagle
D. Environmental Appreciation - Multimedia J. White & J. Carlock

12:15 pm       Luncheon (Probably in our college dining hall)
1:30           Field trip(s) - Sandhill Cranes and other waterfowl
                (most probably also Bald Eagles)

????           Dinner (Probably on your own)

6:00           Field trip(s) - Evening roosting flights of Sandhill Cranes

If you plan to attend please send the information on the back by March 7 to John C. W. Bliese, Kearney State College, Kearney, NB 68847. A formal pre-registration is not necessary but advance information will aid in arranging for college dining facilities and dorm rooms. Everyone returning the form will receive more detailed information shortly after March 7.

Be sure to bring your cameras, binoculars, spotting scopes. Telephoto lenses for cameras are almost a must if you want close-ups.

Teachers are welcome to bring students.
Name

Address

Who will accompany you?

Would you be interested in staying in a dorm room (with another person of the same gender) at $5.00 per person per night? ______ One night ( ) Two nights ( )